DATE: March 29, 2020
TO: CBJ Assembly
FROM: Mila Cosgrove, Incident Commander
RE: City & Borough of Juneau COVID-19 Response – Emergency Operations Center Update

Situational Update

There are now 5 confirmed cases of COVID 19 in Juneau, the cause of the most recent two are still under investigation. 12 new cases were announced today for a total of 114 cases statewide.

EOC Highlights

Resources were added to open the JACC from 1:00 this afternoon until sometime tomorrow morning. The JACC must close for a few hours for cleaning and then will open again so that individuals have a warm place to go. The Housing taskforce is meeting tomorrow with IC to discuss overall tactics and strategies. Expect the outcome of those conversations in a briefing on Tuesday night.

Operational Highlights:

Noteworthy events since Saturday:
  - Homeless Task Force working to provide longer periods to house homeless in the JACC.
JNU Airport Screening
  - 32 passengers screen (up from 20 yesterday)
  - No total passenger count provided
  - JPD showing presence in the screening area.
Mobile Screening & Hotline
  - No report today (Sunday)
Homeless Task Force
  - 34 clients at JACC (29 yesterday)
Quarantine Task Force
  - 20 cots set up at Mt Jumbo
Vessel Task Force
  - 8 passengers arrived from Hoonah
  - Automated emails from Marine Exchange Alaska for arriving vessels working well.